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HAUSDORFF DIMENSION
OF DIVERGENT TEICHMULLER GEODESICS
HOWARD MASUR
ABSTRACT. Let g > 1 be given and let k = (k l , ... ,kn ) be an n-tup1e of
positive integers whose sum is 4g-4. Denote by Qk the set of all holomorphic
quadratic differentials on compact Riemann surfaces of genus g whose zeros
have orders k l , •.. , k n • Qk is called a stratum inside the cotangent space
of all ho1omorphic quadratic differentials over the Teichmiiller space of genus
g. Let Qk/ Mod(g) be the moduli space where Mod(g) is the mapping class
group. Each q E Qk defines a Teichmiiller geodesic.
Theorem. There exists 15 > 0 so that for almost all q E Qk' the set of () ,
such that the geodesic defined by e iO q eventually leaves every compact set in
Qk/ Mod(g) , has Hausdorff dimension 15.

O.

INTRODUCTION

Suppose we consider a hyperbolic line L in the upper half plane H with
endpoint , on R. The fundamental domains for the SL(2, Z) action on H
tile H. L goes through a sequence of the domains. Each can be mapped to the
standard fundamental domain. We can ask whether L diverges to 00 in the
sense that it eventually leaves every compact set in the fundamental domain. It
is not hard to establish that L diverges if and only if , is rational. In this case
the sequence of fundamental domains is finite and under the last translation L
is mapped to a vertical line to 00.
Now H is the Teichmuller space of a torus, HjSL(2, Z) is the moduli
space, and the hyperbolic lines are Teichmuller geodesics. The condition that ,
is rational means that the Teichmuller maps defining the geodesic are pinching
a simple closed curve. The set of tangent vectors through each point of H
defining a divergent geodesic is countable; thus the subset of the unit tangent
bundle is a countable union of sets of two dimensions and so has Hausdorff
dimension one less than the dimension of the total space.
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In this paper we investigate the phenomenon of divergence of Teichmtiller
geodesics in moduli spaces of quadratic differentials on surfaces of genus g > I .
A Teichmtiller geodesic L through a Riemann surface X is defined by a
quadratic differential q on X. For each real t one defines a Teichmillier
map to an image surface X t on L by contracting by //2 along the vertical
trajectories of q , and expanding by et / 2 along the horizontal trajectories. The
image or terminal quadratic differential qt on X t has the same orders of zeros
as q. We say the geodesic diverges if for any e > 0, for all sufficiently large t,
qt has a saddle connection (geodesic joining two zeros) of length :5 e. In the
special case where q has only one zero, this means there is for sufficiently large
t a short simple closed curve. One way to achieve divergence as in the torus case
is to "pinch" along a saddle connection. If q has a saddle connection which is
a vertical trajectory, then the length of the saddle connection goes to zero along
the geodesic. As in the case of the torus the set of q on each Riemann surface
X defining such a pinching geodesic is small, i.e., a countable union of sets of
positive codimension.
A new phenomenon occurs however in g > I. A geodesic may diverge
without a fixed saddle connection becoming short. Rather there is an infinite
set of distinct saddle connections such that for any sufficiently large time at least
one of the connections is arbitrarily short but any fixed connection eventually
becomes long. At certain times two or more connections are short. We call such
divergent geodesics spiralling. Our theorem says the Hausdorff codimension of
the quadratic differentials that define spiralling geodesics in the total space of
all quadratic differentials is less than one when g > I .
That such spiralling geodesics might exist is suggested by the fact that the
moduli space, or stratum, of quadratic differentials all with the same orders
of zeros is not compact. It can be compactified by adding a finite number
of lower dimensional strata consisting of quadratic differentials on surfaces of
lower genus or quadratic differentials with higher order zeros on surfaces of the
same genus. Then a geodesic might successively approach one boundary strata
after another. In the special case of a quadratic differential with a single zero,
the boundary strata are quadratic differentials on surfaces of lower genus. Thus
in the context of moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces, the underlying Riemann
surfaces X t on the geodesic are successively approaching different moduli spaces
of surfaces of lower genus. When g = I this phenomenon is not possible since
the boundary of moduli space is a point. The first example of this spiralling
was constructed by Kerckhoff [K].
In order to state the theorem precisely we need the following notation. Let
M be a compact COO surface of genus g > I. Let 1: = (Xl' ... ,xn ) be a
finite number of points on M. Let k = (k l ' ••• , kn' e) denote a vector where
k; is a positive integer, l:: k; = 4g - 4, and e = ± I . Let Qk denote the space
of holomorphic quadratic differentials q on M with zeros at Xl ' ••• ,xn with
orders k l , ••• , k n ; given a + sign if q is the square of an abelian differential,
a - sign otherwise.
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Note J Iql defines an area element and Iql/2 dzl a line element. Let Q~ be
the corresponding subspace of quadratic differentials with unit area. Following
Veech [V2], we call Q~ a stratum inside the space of all quadratic differentials.
Let Map be the mapping class group of (M, 1:). It acts properly discontinuously
o
on Qk'
Now given q E Q~ and t E R consider the Teichmiiller map with dilatation

et - 1
-t-1Q/lql.
e +
The terminal quadratic differential is also in Q~, that is, Teichmiiller maps
preserve orders of zeros and orientability. Thus the Teichmiiller geodesic flow
preserves Q~ and is preserved by the action of Map. Thus we have a flow
on each Q~I Map which we denote by gt' We will also simply write qt for
gt(q). The topology on Q~I Map is such that a geodesic diverges if and only
if it eventually leaves every compact set.
Theorem 1. There is a 60 > 0 such that the set of q E Q~ such that gt(q) is a
divergent geodesic has Hausdorff dimension dim Q~ - 1 + 60 .
Remarks. First it was shown [M 1] that the space of all quadratic differentials
over Teichmiiller space has a finite measure invariant under the flow and the
flow is ergodic. This was extended by Veech [V2] to a measure A and ergodicity
on each Q~I Map. Ergodicity implies the set of quadratic differentials defined
in Theorem 1 has measure zero.
For k :f:. (4g - 4, ±), zeros of q E Q~ may coalesce at "infinity" to higher
order zeros. On the other hand, for k = (4 g - 4, ±) the underlying Riemann
surfaces on a divergent geodesic will leave every compact set of the underlying
moduli space of Riemann surfaces.
We actually prove a stronger theorem that implies Theorem 1. We start with
some notation.
A () trajectory of q is an arc along which argq(z)dz 2 = (). Horizontal
trajectories correspond to () = 0 and vertical trajectories to () = n. A saddle
connection P is a trajectory joining two zeros of q. By ()p , the vertical angle

of P , we mean the angle () for which P is a vertical trajectory of e i () q. We say
two saddle connections P and yare disjoint if they meet at most at common
zeros. Now orient P and y and choose a branch of ql/2 dz along each. Define
IP x yl =

Ih

Reql/2 dz

i

Imql/2 dz -

i

Reql/2 dz

h

Imql/2 dzl·

It is not difficult to see the definition does not depend on the orientation or the
choice of branch. It is also clear that IP x yl is invariant under q _ e i () q and
q-qt·
Now for a given q E Q~ consider the family of geodesics gt(e i () q) where
o < () < 2n. This is the so-called Teichmiiller disc. It is not difficult to see
th;rt th;e are only countably many values of () for which ei () q has a vertical
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saddle connection p. These are precisely the values of () for which gt(e ifJ q)
is a pinching geodesic as the length of p goes to zero since Teichmiiller maps
contract in the vertical direction.
In addition it was shown in [KMS] that the set of () for which gt(e ifJ q)
is a divergent geodesic has Lebesgue measure zero. This was used to show
that for a.e. () the vertical foliation of e ifJ q is uniquely ergodic. Katok asked
whether the Hausdorff dimension of the divergent geodesics is zero. We show
that for generic q it is positive and formulate such a generic condition which is
sufficiently weak so that it holds for a.e. q in
Then Theorem I will follow
from Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. There exists

°>
0

QZ.

°

0 so that/or A. a.e. q E

divergent geodesic} has Hausdorff dimension

0.

QZ, {(): gt(eifJq)

is a

Remark. Veech [V3] has found a dense set of q so that gt(e ifJ q) does not spiral

for any ().
We will find a set of q of full measure for which one can make the following
construction. For any q in this set and saddle connection p of q and for
any positive integer n we will find an interval I (P , n) centered at the vertical
angle () p. For each () E I (P , n) there will be an interval J (P , n, ()) of times
t such that the gt(e ifJ q) length of P is less than lin for t E J(P , n, ()).
We will find a set Y1 , ••• , Yr of saddle connections with certain lengths with

the properties that

(i) I(Yi,n+l)cI(p,n),

(ii) I(y i ,n+l)nI(yj ,n+I)=0, i#j,and
(iii) J(y i ,n+I,())nJ(p,n,())#0.
Condition (i) means the interval of angles for which Yi is short for some
interval of time J is contained in those for which P is short for some time.
Condition (iii) means there is a common period of time when both P and
Yi are short. Thus for a connected interval of times, the union of the two
intervals J, either one or both are short. For this set of full measure we will
then iterate this procedure to find further intervals inside each I(y i , n + I) with
further overlapping intervals of times J. For any point in the set we will have
a sequence of saddle connections such that for any sufficiently large time there
is at least one which is arbitrarily short.
This will construct the Cantor set as an infinite intersection of intervals. The
Hausdorff dimension will be estimated by controlling the size of the interval
I(P, n), their spacing, and the number r(p) of intervals inside each. In fact
we will have
II(P, n)1 = (Jp" for constants (J < I, p > I
so the size of the intervals will decrease super exponentially. On the other hand
we will find r(p) = (J-sP" for s> 0 so the number of intervals inside I(P, n)
will grow super exponentially as well. This will show the Hausdorff dimension
is positive almost everywhere. Ergodicity of the flow will imply it is constant.
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This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we will consider the Hausdorff
dimension of certain Cantor sets. In §2 we will state the main Proposition 2.3
on the existence of saddle connections YI' ... , Yr disjoint from a given p and
use it to define the Cantor set as a decreasing sequence of closed sets. In §3 we
will prove this main proposition. In §4 we will show the construction is possible
for a.e. q.
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notion of a quadratic differential and Teichmiiller map. Basic references are [Ber, G, S].
We would like to express gratitude to A. Katok for valuable conversations.
1.

HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF CERTAIN CANTOR SETS ON

[0, 1]

Recall first the definition of 0 Hausdorff outer measure. Given E c Rn
and e > 0 let Hr5 ,e(E) = infg E BEg (rB )r5 , where .[B is a cover of E by
balls B of radius rB < e. The 0 outer measure of E is defined as Hr5(E) =
lim HO Hr5 ,e(E). The Hausdorff dimension of E is the sup of those 0 for
which Hr5(E) = 00.
Suppose C C [0, 1] is a Cantor set constructed as a decreasing intersection
of closed sets Cn each of which is a disjoint union of closed intervals L1n called
the level n sets. We suppose there are constants k2 > kl > 0 such that
(1) Each level n set L1n contains at least lL1n I-kl level n + 1 subsets.
(2) The sizes of the level n + 1 subsets are at least lL1nIk2 .
(3) The gap between any level n + 1 subsets is at least lL1nlk2.
Proposition 1.1. Vnder the above hypotheses, let p = kd2(k2 - k l )k2 . Then
H P(C) ¥- 0 so dim C ~ P .
We first prove
Lemma 1.2. Suppose VI' ... , Vp is a cover of L1n n C for some level n set L1n
such that at least half of the level n + I subsets of L1n have the property that both
it and a neighbor .:zre intersected by the same V j . Then for any 0 < (J < 1

t IUl ~ ~(JIL1nla(~-kl)
7

•

i=1

Proof. If a Vj intersects two or more level n + 1 subsets, its linear measure
is at least as big as the sum of the gaps between them which by (3) is at least
lL1n Ik2 multiplied by the number of gaps covered. The number of gaps covered
the number of sets with the property that both it and a neighbor
is at least
are intersected by the same Vj • This in turn is at least
the total number of

t

t

sets by hypothesis. This gives E~=I IVil ~ ilL1nlk2-kl .
The lemma follows since the function f(x) = XU is concave for (J < 1.

Proof ofProposition 1.1. Suppose H P (C) = O. We will arrive at a contradiction.
Let om be the maximum linear size of any level m set. By (2) lim m --+ oo om = O.
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Choose K large enough so that for rn

~

K - 1

!( t l ()~(k2-kl)'s-kl

~ 1.

This is possible since P(k2 - k l )k2 - kl = -kd2 < O. Now if HP(C)
any 0 < e < 1 there is a finite cover VI' ... , Vp of C with
(a) IVil < minaK-l I~K_l2
(b)

2: IV/ < e.

= 0, for

.

Now (3) and (a) imply each Vi intersects at most one level K set. Let
n i ~ K be the largest integer such that Vi intersects only one level n i set.
Since lim m-+ oo ()m = 0, this number is well defined. Let N = max n i and
Fn = {~n: for any Vi such that Vi n ~n =F 0, Vi n ~~ = 0 for all ~~ =F ~n}'
Then FN + I = 0 and all level K sets are in FK • Let J, K:::; J :::; N, be the
number such that for some ~ J -I ' at least half of its level J subsets are in F J
and there is no j > J with the same property. Let ~ J -I be a level J - 1 set
with the above property. Let () = I~J-II. Then by (1) and the definition, ~J-I
contains at least !()-k1 level J subsets ~ J which are in F J . For each ~ J E F J
at least half of its level J + 1 subsets are not in FJ + I since J is maximal. Then
for each such ~J E FJ ' associate to it the set of Vi which intersect it. By the
definition of F J the Vi associated to different ~j E F J are distinct. For any

such ~J E F J , by the lemma 2: 10/ ~ tl~JIP(k2-kl), the sum over the Vi
associated to ~J' Since the Vi associated to different ~ J are distinct,

the last inequality since ()J -I ~ () and the exponent is negative. But the last
quantity ~ 1 and so 2:f=1 10/ ~ 1, a contradiction.
2.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CANTOR SET

We begin with some notation. For any q, saddle connection p, and () let
hO(P)

{
"0
1/2
= jplRe(e
q) dzl
l

and VO(P)

("O
1/2
= jplIm(e
q) dzl
l

be the horizontal and vertical lengths of p, respectively. If () = 0 we simply
write h(P) and v(P). Let IPI = (h O(p)2 + VO(p)2)1/2 be the eiO q-length of p.
It is clearly independent of (). We will also denote by Vo )P), ho )P) , and
IPlo,t the corresponding lengths with respect to (eiOq)t' Again when () = 0
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we delete it. We have the following formulas which are a consequence of the
definition of the Teichmiiller map:

(2.1)

ve)P)

= e- t/2v e(P),

he)P)

= //2 he (P).

We will define an interval of angles [ and an interval of times J. Suppose
is a saddle connection and n is an integer. For any to such that

P

/0/ 2 ~ 2n1PI,

(2.2)
let

_
_ {.lsin(8-8p )1 e- to / 2 }
[ - [(P , n, to) - 8.
2
~ fiTPT

.

For 8 E [, let

J

~ J(P , n, 8) ~ {t: v'2nlPI ,; e'/2 ,; v'2nlPII Sinl( 8 _ 8p)/21} .

Lemma 2.1. IPle,t ~ l/n for any 8 E [ and t E J.

Proof. Isin((8 - 0p)/2)1 = he(P)/IPI so he(P) = IPII sin((O - 0p)/2)1. Then
//2he(P) ~ l/V2n. Further ve(P) ~ IPI so e- t/2v e(P) ~ l/V2n for e t/2 ~
V2nIPI·

Lemma 2.2. With the same notation as in Lemma 2.1 let y be a saddle connec-

tion and let t 1 exist such that

(a) Iyll sin((Oy - Op)/2)1 ~ 1/2IPI(n + 1)2.
(b) et ,/2 ~ max(2(n + 1)lyl, 2(n + l)nIPI).
(c) [(y, n+ 1, t 1 ) c[(P, n, to).
Then for 8 E [( y, n + 1 , t 1) we have J (P , n, 0) n J (y, n + 1 , 8) =I 0 and for
tEJ(p,n,O)UJ(y,n+1,O) either IPle,t~l/n or IYle,t~1/(n+1).
Proof. For 0 E [(y, n + 1, t 1 )

Isin (0 ~ 0p) I ~ Isin (0 ~ 0y) I+ Isin (0y ;
<

e- t ,/2

- Iyl(n

+ 1)

+

1

8 p)

I

<

1
=--;-:---;-;-:--;:-;-;---;-

2lyllPI(n + 1)2 - 2(n)(n + l)IPllyl

by (a) and (b). Thus

V2(n + l)lyl

~

1
V2nlPII sin((O _ Op)/2)1 .

This means J(y, n + 1 , 0) n J(P , n) =I 0. The second statement in the lemma
is merely a restatement of Lemma 2.1.
Now the construction of the Cantor set is based on the following proposition
whose proof will occupy §3.
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Fix j > O. For P a saddle connection of q, we say q E Fj(P) if either

P is part of or equal to one boundary component of an annulus of
closed () trajectories such that the complement of the annulus has area
:5 l/IPl j or,
(ii) there is a subsurface with boundary containing P in its interior with
area :5 1/ IPIj and such that the boundary consists of saddle connections
y with Iyl :5 IPI·
(i)

Remark. The definition means there is a y of smaller length and almost in the
same direction as P or there is an annulus whose complement has small area.
Let Fj = limp supFj(P) = {q : q belongs to Fj(P) for infinitely many P}.
We will show in Proposition 4.2 that Fj has zero measure for j sufficiently
large.
Now suppose q fI. Fj • Since there are only finitely many P such that
q E Fj(P) choose an interval I so q fI. Fj(P) for any P such that ()pEl.
Choose I' c I .

Proposition 2.3. There exist constants K' > 1 and 0 < r l , r 2 < 1 with the
following property.
Suppose P is a saddle connection and k, n are such that IPI 2:: n 2 2:: 4,
k > K', and I(P, n, 2k log IPJ) c I'. Then for all () E I(P, n, 2k log IPJ)
there is a saddle connection y disjoint from P such that
(i) ()yEI(p,n,2klogIPI),

(ii) IPI 2 :5 (IPlk)'1 :5 Iyl :5 IPl k /2(n + 1)2,
(iii) Iyll sin((()y - ()p)/2)1 :5 1/2IPI(n + 1)2, and
(iv) I(() - ()y)/21:5 2Isin((() - ()y)/2)1 :5II(P, n, 2klogIPJ) II+'2.
Remark. (iv) says for any () in the interval I there is a ()y quite near to it,
so there will be many such ()y. (ii) controls the length of y which inductively
will control the sizes of the next set of intervals. (iii) is the condition needed
in Lemma 2.1 to allow P and y to be made simultaneously short. This will
altogether allow the interval I defined by P to give rise to subintervals defined
by y.
In the remainder of this section we show how this proposition allows us to
build a Cantor set of divergent geodesics of positive Hausdorff dimension.
First choose s > 0 so X S 2:: 3X'2 for x 2:: 2, where r2 was given by PropoFj • There is a finite set B of y such
sition 2.3. Suppose now q E E =
that q E Fj(Y). Choose Po not in this set with large enough length To such
that II = I(Po' 1 , 2K' log To) does not contain any ()y for y E B .
II is our starting level 1 set .1.1 . We wish inductively to construct sets .1.n ,
n 2:: 1 , satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 1.2. Let p = K' + 2. Each .1.n will

Q2 -

have size (I/Tol. We further require the center of .1.n to be ()p for a saddle
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P such that
2

(2.3)

n ~ IPI ~ T6

"-I

.

We will also associate a time t satisfying (2.2). Of course d l satisfies all
hypotheses. Now suppose inductively we have found d n centered at (J p , which
by rotating we can assume to be O. Now q ¢ Fj(P). Choose t = t(P ,n) so
p"

(2.4)

Idnl = II(P , n, t)1 = liTo .

Now I(P, n, t(P, n)) = {(J: I sin((J12)1 ~ e- t / 2 /IPln} so (2.3) and (2.4) imply
(2.5)

//2

~ ~T{_p"-I ~ (T{-I)K' ~ max(IP(, 2n1PI).

Now define k by IPl k = e t / 2 so (2.5) implies k ~ K'. Decompose d n =
I(P, n, t) into Id nl- r2 disjoint intervals of width Idi+ r2 .
By Proposition 2.3, ignoring the end intervals, each such interval contains (Jy
for some saddle connection y with Iy I satisfying
(2.6)

(n

+ 1)2 ~ IPlkrl ~ Iyl ~ IPlkrl 12(n + 1)2 ~ T{ 12(n + 1)2

and
(2.7)

IY1lsin

~ I ~ 2IPI(: + 1)2 .

There are at least 1/1dn!'2 such y. For each y let tl = tl (y) satisfy
(2.8)

I{8: lsin (8 ~ 8,) I$ ly~:'~21) }I~ T;." .

Then (2.6) and (2.8) give

+ 1)2
"+1
"
n
= 2(n + l)T.P -P
"
0
(2.9)
(n + l)Tg
~ max(2(n + l)lyl, 2(n + l)nIPI),
so (2.2) is satisfied. Next by eliminating at most half of the y we can guarantee
any two (Jy are at least !IIII+r2 apart. About each remaining y we take an

/d 2 ->

TP"+1 2(
0

"+1

interval d n+1 = I(y, n + 1, t l ) which has length Idn+11 = 11Tg
= IdniP.
Since p > I + '2' their distance apart is larger than their size. By removing
possibly the (J y closest to the endpoints, each d n+ 1 C d n • This completes the
induction step.
Now for each (J E d n+1 = I(y, n + 1, tl(y)) by Lemma 2.2, (2.5), and (2.7)
there is a connected interval of times J(P, n, (J) U J(y, n + 1, (J) for which
either P or y has length ~ ~ . The Cantor set C consists of all (J which are
in infinitely many d n . For (J E C there is a sequence of Po' ... , Yn' Yn+1 ' '"
of saddle connections and a connected union of intervals
J(Yn' n, (J) U J(Yn+l' n + I, (J) U ...
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whose union is {t: to ~ t < oo} such that for any N there is a t N so that
for all t ~ tN there is a I'j with Il'ilo,t ~
This shows each () E C defines
a divergent geodesic. By Theorem 1.1 C has a Hausdorff dim ~ s /2p2 > O.
Thus we have proved (assuming Proposition 2.3)

-k.

Proposition 2.4. There is a r5 = r5(j) > 0 such that for each q ~ Fj there is
a Cantor set C in [0, 21l] of Hausdorff dim> r5 such that for each () E C,
(eiO q)t is a divergent geodesic.
3.

FINDING SADDLE CONNECTIONS

In this section we will prove Proposition 2.3. The idea is to find a horizontal
trajectory for e iO q , use it to decompose the surface into rectangles (cf. [SJ) with
horizontal sides on the trajectory, and find saddle connections by joining zeros
on opposite sides of the rectangle.
We first need some additional notation and a result from [M3]. A subcomplex
Y of a surface is a triangulation of part of the surface such that the vertices
are zeros of q, edges are saddle connections, and faces are triangles with no
zeros in their interior. A system r = (Y I ' ... , Yp) of mutually disjoint saddle
connections is on the boundary of Y if each I'i bounds fewer than two triangles
in Y.
Proposition 3.1 [M3, Proposition 1.7]. Suppose Y is a complex with boundary
and q is a quadratic differential of unit area on Y. Suppose P is a saddle
connection contained in Y, not necessarily an edge, and IPI ~ 21yI for all y E r.
Then there is a number D > 1 such that either IP x yl ~ D for each y E r
or there is a subcomplex Z c Y with boundary
such that IPI ~ 41wl and
IP x wi ~ D for all WEn.

r,

n

The number D will be referred to in the rest of this section. Next we investigate conditions under which we can find horizontal trajectories of a given size
disjoint from P .
Proposition 3.2. Fix j. There exist K = K(j) and a = a(D, g) > 0 with the
following property. Suppose P is a saddle connection of q. Assume

P is part of one boundary component of an annulus of closed trajectories, the complement of the annulus has area at least 1/IPl j .
(ii) P is not contained in a complex Y c X with boundary r such that
11'1 ~ IPI/2 for all I' E r and area Y ~ 1/DIP(
(i) If

Then for any L ~ IPI K and () such thatfor Isin((()-()p)/2)1 ~ I/LIPI there
is a horizontal trajectory h of e iO q of length a/ DL with one endpoint a zero
of q such that h is disjoint from P except possibly for a common zero and if
P is part of one boundary component of an annulus, then h is disjoint from the
annulus.
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Proof. Suppose the proposition is false. Then there exists a sequence Pn of
saddle connections (of a variable q, X) and sequences O:n' On' Kn ,Ln such
that
(a) O:n ---+ 0,
(b) Kn---+oo,
(c) Ln ~ IPnlKn ,
(d) I sin((On - Op)/2)1 ~ l/LnIPnl, and

(e) there is no horizontal segment of ei()nq oflength

Pn •

By (d) for some e t./2 ~
(3.1)

IPnl we have

e- tn / 2v() (Pn) = 1;
n

O:n/ DLn disjoint from

/./2 h() (P n) ~ IPnl/Ln ~ 1.
n

Consider the Teichmtiller map with dilatation
/. - 1
etn + 1

i()

- - e 'q,
let Xn be the image surface, and let qn = gt (ei()nq) be the terminal quadratic
differential. By passing to subsequences we ~an assume Xn ---+ Xoo and qn ---+
qoo' where Xoo is compact except possibly for punctures.
Case I. Xoo is compact. Now Ilqooll = Ilqnll = 1. Since Pn has length ~ 2
on Xn we may assume Pn ---+ Poo where IPool ~ 2. Choose a horizontal
trajectory of some positive length 20:/ D on Xoo disjoint from Poo and with
one endpoint a zero of qoo' Then for Xn near Xoo there is a corresponding
horizontal trajectory of length at least 0:/D disjoint from Pn • Mapping back
to X by the inverse Teichmtiller map gives a horizontal trajectory of length at
least
e- tn / 2 0: > __
0: n_ > _n_
0:
_=-_
D
- DIPnl - DLn
for n big enough, a contradiction.
Case II. Xoo has punctures so one or more homotopy classes of simple closed
curves have been pinched. If qoo =I 0 on some component of X oo ' the proof
proceeds much as in the first case. If Pn does not intersect that component, we
can find a horizontal trajectory of length 20:/ D on Xoo in that component. For
large n we can find a horizontal trajectory of length 0:/ D on Xn disjoint from
Pn and again we get a contradiction. If Pn intersects the component on which
qoo =I 0, we may assume again Pn , intersected with that component, converges
to a saddle connection Poo of bounded length. Again there is a horizontal
trajectory of length 20:/ D disjoint from Poo and horizontal trajectory of length
0:/ D disjoint from Pn and we proceed as above.
Thus we may assume qoo == O. This implies [Ml] that qn has closed trajectories in some homotopy class being pinched and any curve crossing the
annulus has length ---+ 00. Since the length of Pn is bounded, Pn does not
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cross the annulus. Thus Pn is contained in a complex with boundary whose
length -+ O. By taking smaller surfaces with boundary if necessary, we may
assume there is a smallest complex Zn containing Pn with boundary nn such
that Innlo t ~ IPl o t /4. Zn is smallest in the sense there is no subcomplex
of Zn with the sam~' properties.
Since hon'n
t (Pn ) ~ Vo t (P n ) and Innlo t ~ IPni o t /4,
n'n
n'n
fI'n
max(von'n
t (nn)' ho t (nn)) ~ Vo t (P n)/2V2
n'n
n'n
which implies
(3.2)
with the lengths measured on X.
Now let 6n = area Zn . By assumption (ii)
(3.3)

Let iin = qn/ 6n . Then Zn has iin-area 1. Then the iin vertical and horizontal
lengths of Pn are
(3.4)
respectively. Now by Proposition 3.1 we can assume IP n x wnl ~ D for each
wn E nn' with the cross product measured with respect to iin . For if not,
by Proposition 3.1 we could find a smaller complex Z~ containing Pn with
boundary n~ such that Iw~1 ~ IPnl/4 for each w~ E n~, a contradiction to
Zn being the smallest such complex containing Pn .
Once more we contract the vertical length of Pn with a Teichmiiller map
with dilatation

Call Z~ the image of Zn and ii~ the terminal quadratic differential under this
Teichmiiller map. By (3.3) and (3.4) the new horizontal length of Pn is
(3.5)

<

- L

< IPi+ 1

IPnl

6 1/ 26 1/ 2 -

n n

n

L

n

Since Ln ~ IPnlKn ~ DIPi+ 1 , this is at most 1. Since the ii~ vertical length of
wn E nn is less than that of Pn , which is 1, and the cross product IP n x wnl ~ D
is preserved under Teichmiiller maps, (3.5) implies the horizontal length of
wn ~ D+ 1.
Thus the ii~ -length of nn is bounded. Again passing to a subsequence we
h
. a compact surlace,
J:
may assume Z nI -+ ZI00 an d q~In -+ q~I00 ' were
now ZI00 IS
possibly with boundary, with or without punctures.
Now we claim ii~ 1:- 0 on some component of Z:x,. For if ii~ == 0 then as
before there would be a sub complex Z~I of Z~ containing Pn with boundary
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length IQ~I -+ o. Mapping back to Zn by the inverse Teichmiiller map, we
would have IQ~I ~ IPnl/4, a contradiction to Zn being the smallest surface
with that property.
Thus ii'oo t 0 and as in Case I we can find a horizontal segment of length
~ 0: disjoint from Pn on Z~. Mapping back to Zn we get a segment of iinlength ~ O~/20:. Its qn-Iength is at least 0nO:n and finally mapping back to X,
the horizontal length ~ o:0n/IPnl. Recalling that on ~ I/DIPi the horizontal
length ~ 0:/DIPi+ 1 • Choose K = j + I and we get a contradiction. 0
We now consider a horizontal trajectory h of q with one endpoint a zero.
Recall e)' denotes the angle which y makes with the vertical direction.

Proposition 3.3. Assume the vertical trajectories of q are dense. There exists
c > 0 such that for any horizontal h of length Ihl on X there is a saddle

connection y such that

and Isine),1 ~ Ihi/lyl·
If y is one boundary component of an annulus of closed trajectories, the closed
trajectories intersect h. If y is not such a boundary component then h(J(Y) ~
Iyl ~ c/lhl

Ihl/c.

Proof. Consider the decomposition of the surface into rectangles with horizon-

tal sides on h (cf. [S, VI]). There are at most c 1 rectangles where c1 depends
only on the genus. Each rectangle has a zero on each vertical side or at a vertex
on the vertical side unless one of the sides has the nonzero endpoint of h as a
vertex. There is a constant c2 > 0 such that the widest rectangle R has width
~ c2lhl. Its height ~ I/c21hl since the area of any rectangle ~ 1.

Case I. If there are zeros on both vertical sides of R join them by a saddle
connection y across this rectangle. Then Iyl ~ c/lhl and Isin eyl ~ 21hl/lyl for
some c.
Case II. R has a vertex at the nonzero endpoint of h. Call the two horizontal
sides of R, h~ and h~ with width IhRI ~ c2lhl. If h~ and h~ lie on opposite
sides of h and overlap, we say R bites on itself. This means some vertical
trajectory will leave h~, return to the opposite side of h (on h~), and then
continue by traversing R again. In this case there is a closed trajectory (not
necessarily vertical) completely contained in R that joins two points on the
opposite horizontal sides. On the boundary of the annulus of these closed
trajectories is a saddle connection y satisfying the conclusions.
If R does not bite on itself, h~ and h~ are either on the same side of
h or if on opposite sides, they do not overlap. Find rectangles Rl and R2
whose horizontal sides hR ' and hR contain the largest part of h~ and h~,
I
2
respectively. Their widths are ~ c3 width R ~ C3C21hl for some constant c3 •
If either R 1 or R2 has a zero on both vertical sides, again we are done by
taking a saddle connection across that rectangle. If not, R 1 = R2 and one
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vertex of R 1 is the nonzero endpoint of q. There are now two cases. Assume
first
Then there is a subinterval hi of h~ with the property that every vertical
trajectory leaving hi traverses R, returns to h along h~ n hR ,traverses R 1 ,
2

and comes back to hR nh~. Also some vertical trajectory leaves hi and comes
I
back to hi . That is, the interval hi bites on itself after two returns to h. There
is then a closed trajectory across this rectangle. Its length is
1

c

1

:5 IhRI + IhRl1 + 21hl < i7iT
and thus there is a saddle connection }' of no larger length on the boundary of
the annulus. The angle it makes with the vertical is :5 2lhl/lyl.
If IhR I I :5 7/81hRI then there is another rectangle R3 with width ~ c4 1hRI

for some c4 overlapping h~ and it must have zeros on both vertical sides since
Rand RI are the two rectangles with the nonzero endpoint of h as vertices.
We now take a saddle connection}, joining the zeros across R 3 • 0

Proof of Proposition 2.3. For q ¢. Fj(P) the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 are

satisfied.
We will now choose a set of constants satisfying certain conditions. Recall the
constants j , K , and a defined by Proposition 3.2 and c defined by Proposition
3.3. Now choose a ' < a, K' ~ K, and 0 < r2 < r l < 1 such that for all x ~ 2
(a) j
(b)

(c)
(d)

+ 1 :5 min(K' ,

K\

llrl - 1),

~ 2,

x2K :5 (x 2K'/(n + 1))(a' /2cD) < nx 2K' , and
8CX 3'2+ 3 (X + 1)2 :5 X 2K'('I-'2) .
K'

.

K

Now let L = (a 12cD)(IPI I(n+ 1)) . Smce IPI ~ n ~ 4, IPI :5
by (c). Then by Proposition 3.2, for any k ~ K' and () such that
I

(3.6)

ISin~1 <
2 -

1 (1- (nlPllPl )'2)
1

nlPllPl k

there is a horizontal trajectory disjoint from
length at least

~

DL

= 2c(n +,1)2
IPI

k

<
-

1

nlPllPl k

L :5 nlPI K'

< _1_
-

IPIL'

P with one endpoint a zero and

> 2c(n + 1)2

IPl k
with length Ihl = 2c(n+ 1)2 IIPl k • By Proposition
K

-

Take a horizontaltrajectory h
3.3 there is a saddle connection y such that
(3.7)

2
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and
(3.8)

I

Sin (0 - Oy) 1 < 21hl < 4c(n + 1)2
2
- Iyl lyllPl k

It is clear Oy E I if IPI is sufficiently large so q f/. Fj(Y). We first need to
check y i:- p. If y joins two zeros across a rectangle then

ho(Y) ~ Ihl/c ~ 2(n

+ 1)2 /1Pl k .

However (3.6) implies ho(P) :::; 1/nlPI k so y i:- p. If on the other hand y was
constructed from an annulus of closed trajectories, y crosses h and since P
does not, again y i:- P .
Now by (3.6), since P is vertical
IP x yl

(3.9)

= IPlho(y) = IPllsin -20 I'y' :::; ~ .
nlPI

If Iyl :::; IPI then (3.9) and (a) give

IP x I <

1
y - nlPl k-

<

l -

1
< _1_
nIP(-1 - IPl j

,

contradicting q f/. Fj(P).
If IPI :::; IYI :::; IPlkrl then (3.9) and (a) give
IP x yl :::; Iyll-llrl In:::; 1/1d
and this contradicts q

f/.

Fiy). Thus by (b)

IYI ~ IPlkrl ~ IPI 2 ,

(3.10)

so (ii) holds. We now check the rest of the conclusions of the proposition. Now
(3.8), (3.10), (d), and the fact that IPI ~ n 2 give
I

(3.11 )

Sin (0 - Oy) 1 < 4c(n + 1)2 < 4c(n + 1)2
2
iyllPl k - IPlklPlkrl
1
<-2

1

(

-

nlPllPI

=

4c(n

+ 1)2n

nlPIIPlklPlkrl- 1

l+r2

k

)

:::;II(p,n,2klogIPI)I

Thus (iv) holds. Also by (3.6) and (3.11)
(3.12)

I· 01 1
. Oyl :::; I·sm (O-Oy)1
2
+ sm 2 :::; nlPIIPlk'
IsmT

so (i) holds as well. Finally (3.7) and (3.12) give
0 1<
Iyl 1sin...1.
2

so (iii) follows as well.

- 2(n

0

IPl k

1

+ 1)2n IPllPl k

1
= -----;~
2n(n

+ 1)21PI '

1+r

2.
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4. MEASURE CLASSES ON

Q2/ Map

Given qo E Qk and a finite set I' of saddle connections of qo' orient each
I' and choose a branch of q~/2 along each. Then for q in a neighborhood
U C Qk of qo' with codimension 1 boundary, each oriented I' is a saddle
connection of q and we can continuously pick a branch of ql/2 .
There is a finite set 1'1' ... , I'r such that the map F: U -> R2r given by
F(q) = (

r Reql/2 dz, J~r Imql/2 dz, ... , J~rImql/2 dZ)

J~

is a local homeomorphism.
If q is the square of an abelian differential, 1'1"'" I'r is a basis for
HI (M , 1:, R) where 1: is the set of zeros of q. If q is not a square, form
the orientable double cover defined by ql/2, ramified over the odd zeros of q.
Then form the singular surface by identifying pairs of points that lie over the
same even order zero. This singular surface carries a natural involution which
interchanges the sheets of the cover. Then 1'1' ... ,I'r is a set of saddle connections whose lifts to this double cover form a basis for the homology which
is odd with respect to the involution.
Define a measure A on U as the measure induced from product Lebesgue
measure on R 2r by F. The boundary has measure zero. Covering Qk disjointly by such sets gives a measure A. We need to define a measure 1 on Q2.
For E c Q2 let
1(E) = A({tq: q E E: 0:5 t:5 I}).
Now 1 is invariant under Map and under the flow gt'
One set of I'i that we can use are saddle connections that are edges of a
canonical triangulation of the surface defined by the quadratic differential. This
triangulation was found in [MS]. We give its main properties. The shortest
saddle connection (or connections) is an edge (or edges) of the triangulation and
the next shortest edge has length at most a fixed constant times the length of
the next shortest saddle connection. Each edge has length at most the diameter
of the surface. Moreover there are a finite number of triangulations such that
each quadratic differential in the quotient space has one of these triangulations
as its canonical triangulation. This means that we only need to make estimates
for the quadratic differentials that have a given triangulation as their canonical
triangulation.
For the rest of this section C with a subscript will refer to any universal
constant. Choose a simply connected set of full measure in Q2/ Map without
singularities so it is possible to consistently speak of P as a saddle connection
for all quadratic differentials in the set.
For any saddle connection P let E(P, j, L, e, M) be the set of q: IPl q :5 e
and either
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P is part of or equal to one boundary component of an annulus of
closed trajectories and the complement has area :5 1I L j , or
(ii) there is a subsurface with area :5 1IL j containing P in its interior
whose boundary consists of saddle connections y such that Iyl :5 MIPI.
(i)

Lemma 4.1. There are constants C I and Lo such that for each j and L
~

j

~

Lo

4

)..(E(P,j,L, e,M)):5CI(MeIL +e).
Proof. We begin by noting the following simple computation. The Lebesgue
measure in R4 of {(X I ,y l ,X2'Y2): l(xl,YI)1 :5 e, I(X2 'Y2)1 :5 M', and
IY2XI -x2y l l:5 1IL j }:5 C2MelLj for some C2 .
Next by Lemma 4.3 of [M2] there is a constant C3 such that if the diameter
of the surface defined by the metric Iql/21 ~ C3 , there is an annulus of closed
trajectories whose width is ~ C3 • Moreover, the circumference and saddles
crossing the annulus are edges. Consider any such annulus with area:5 1 and
with length at most e. The shortest saddle connection crossing the annulus
has length :5 e + lie. The coordinates (x, y) of this curve define a subset of
R2. It follows that the Lebesgue measure of this subset is uniformly bounded
independent of e. To see that, we may assume without loss of generality that
the vertical coordinate of the annulus is larger than the horizontal coordinate.
Then for fixed x the value of Y lies in an interval of width at most ce for c
a constant. Since x :5 e + lie, the estimate follows by Fubini's Theorem.
This computation says that in the computation of the product Lebesgue measure in R 2r defined by the coordinates of the edges of a canonical triangulation,
the coordinates of long edges that come from metrics with large diameter define
sets of bounded measure.
Consider now a canonical triangulation. Consider the set of quadratic differentials for which P is not an edge. Then there is a shorter saddle connection
0: which is an edge. If 0: is not homologous to P there is an edge y not
homologous to 0: of length at most Ce for some constant C. We have two
nonhomologous edges each with coordinates at most Ce. The measure in R4
defined by these coordinates is :5 C 4e4 . The above discussion on the diameter
shows that the contribution to the product Lebesgue measure defined by other
edges is uniformly bounded and so the product measure defined by all edges is
the second term in the sum. If 0: is homologous to P, then since P is not an
edge, there is an edge y as above.
Thus we may consider the set of quadratic differentials such that P is an
edge. If (i) holds then we may assume that P is not on the boundary of another
annulus of closed trajectories, for the set of quadratic differentials with the
property that a saddle connection is on the boundary of two annuli has measure
zero. We can also assume the diameter of the complement :5 C3 by removing
other annuli. Assumption (i) allows us to find an edge y of length :5 C3 which
together with P bound two sides of a geodesic triangle of area :5 1IL j • This
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implies that II' x PI :::; 21 L J . The estimate on measure in R4 given above and
Fubini's theorem give the required estimate for this set. Again note that the
contribution of other coordinates to the product measure is bounded.
If (ii) holds and the boundary curve is not homologous in the double cover to
p, we can find a second edge not homologous to P with length:::; Ce and we
are in a case previously considered. If the boundary is homologous, then if it
is not in the triangulation there is an edge of length :::; C e which is and we are
again in a case previously considered. If the boundary is in the triangulation,
the area assumption on the subsurface allows us to find a I' as before.
Proposition 4.2. For j sufficiently farge, i(F) =

o.

Proof. For any compact subset K of Q21 Map there is a cI = cI (K) such that

the ratio of lengths of any geodesic joining singularities measured in any two
metrics of K is bounded. Fix Lo and p> 1. There are constants c2 = c2 (q)
and p such that the number of geodesics of q of length < / Lo is at most
c2Lgp~. Here p, the growth rate, does not depend on q, only on the genus.
Fix qo and c2 = c2(qo) .
Divide [0, 2n] into disjoint intervals Ii of equal width, each approximately
1 ( 1+I L )-J-2

2 po·
Let II be the one with endpoint 0 and for each i let 0i be such that I i 0i = II. For each saddle connection P let Ki(P, f) = {q E K: P is a saddle
connection of q of length between / Lo and /+ I Lo and OpE IJ .

Let //2 = Y1(/+1 LO)J/2+1. For q E Ki(P , l) n FJ(P) , consider gt(eiO;q).

Since IPql :::; /+1 Lo and OpE Ii we have

I.

ho; (P) = IPI sm

(Oi-Op)1
2

:::;

1

1

'2 (P'+I LO)J+I

.

Thus both et /2ho(P) and e- t/ 2v o (P) :::; (/+I Lo )-J/2 / Y1. Thus IPl o :::;
l,t
I,t
e = (/+1 LO)-J/2. A similar computation shows that if II' x PI :::; I/IPI J and
I

11'1 :::; IPI ,then 11'10

1,1

:::;

Y1 pJ+I e .

Now the Teichmiiller map preserves cross products and area elements, so
gt(q) E E(P, j, / L o ' e, Y1 pJ+I). For fixed t, gt preserves i. Thus by
Lemma 4.1, for some universal c,
i(Ki(P)

n FJ(P))

:::;

c

(P'+I~O)2J + (P~~:~~J/2 )

The second term dominates. Since there are 4n(/+1 LO/+2 such indices i,
Cp2J+I
2(K n FJ(P)) :::; (P'+I LO)2+J/2
~

for some new c.
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If P has length at most /+1 Lo on q, it has length at most CI /+ I Lo on
qo. There are at most c 2cf L~p(/+I)P such p. Summing over all I we have
ex>

JJ

LP (/+I)p 2J+I

"i(K n F.(P)) < " cCi c2 oP
P
~
J
- ~
(pl+1 L )2+J/2
P
~I
0

Now choose j sufficiently large so this series converges. j does not depend
on the compact set K . Thus for any compact K we have by the Borel-Cantelli
Lemma
i(KnF) = O.
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix j so Proposition 4.2 holds. Proposition 2.4 then
k
says for A a.e. q E Qo there is a 0 = o(q) > 0 such that the Cantor set of
divergent geodesics has Hausdorff dimension 0 . The Hausdorff dimension 0 is
a measurable function of q and invariant under the flow gt. To see this, notice
any cover Ii of the divergent set of angles defined by q induces a cover I; of
the set defined by gt(q) where allil ~ 11;1 ~ bllil for some a, b depending
only on t.
Now the conclusion, 00 constant, follows from the fact that the flow gt is
ergodic on Q~ [V2].
~

Proof of Theorem 1. We can locally write Q~ as [0, 2n) x I for an interval I of
dimension n-l = dim Q~ -1 and such that for y E I, {(O, y): 0 E [0, 2nH =
{e ilJ q: 0 E [0, 2n) for some q}. Theorem 2 says for a.e. y E I, the set
C(y)={O: (O,y) is divergent} has Hausdorff dimension o. Then for 0 1 <0,
HOI (C(y)) = 00 for a.e. y. Theorem 5.8 of[F] says Hn-l+ol([O, 2n) xl) = 00.

Theorem 1 follows.
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